TEACHING AMERICAN HISTORY PROJECT

Lesson Title – The Monroe Doctrine Over Time
From Kevin Grant
Grade - 8
Length of class period – 50
Inquiry – (What essential question are students answering, what problem are they solving, or
what decision are they making?)
How do US policies evolve?

Objectives (What content and skills do you expect students to learn from this lesson?)
Students will summarize reading content.
Students will compare and contrast US police over time.
Students will support their position with evidence from resources.

Materials (What primary sources or local resources are the basis for this lesson?) – (please
attach)
Monroe Doctrine http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/monroe.asp
Monroe Doctrine Summary
http://history1800s.about.com/od/1800sglossary/g/monroedocdef.htm
Roosevelt Corollary http://www.pinzler.com/ushistory/corollarysupp.html
Roosevelt Corollary Summary http://www.ushistory.org/us/44e.asp
Truman Doctrine http://www.ourdocuments.gov/doc.php?flash=true&doc=81
Clinton Doctrine http://www.thenation.com/article/clinton-doctrine
“From Wounded Knee To Libya: A Century of U.S. Military Interventions,” by Dr. Zoltan
Grossman http://academic.evergreen.edu/g/grossmaz/interventions.html
Monroe Doctrine Activity Sheet (attached)

Activities (What will you and your students do during the lesson to promote learning?)
1. Distribute copies of one policy to each group along with Monroe Doctrine Activity
Sheet, and Copies of “From Wounded Knee to Libya…” have students work as a
group to summarize their assigned policy. Question 1

2. Have students share their summary of each Doctrine (teacher should clarify for
whole class if needed), and record policy on organizer.
3. Analyze “From Wounded Knee to Libya…” and complete the Monroe Doctrine
Activity Sheet. Questions 2 and 3
4. Discuss student findings as a whole class and show the US ever increasing
involvement in world affairs.
5. To close the lesson, have students answer Qusetion 4 and evaluate US policy.

How will you assess what student learned during this lesson?
To close the lesson, have students answer Question 4 and evaluate US policy.

Connecticut Framework Performance Standards –
Standards
1.3.13 Demonstrate an understanding of significant events and themes in world
history/international studies. Demonstrate examples of the influence on other cultures and
world events.
2.3.8 Create various forms of written work to demonstrate an understanding of history and
social studies. Organize and cite evidence from primary and secondary sources to support
conclusions in an essay.
2.4.9 Demonstrate an ability to participate in social studies discourse through informed
discussion, debate and effective oral presentation. Orally present information on social
studies events or issues and support with primary and secondary evidence.

Name
Class
Date

Monroe Doctrine Activity
Doctrine- 2. A stated principle of government policy, mainly in foreign or
military affairs: "the Monroe Doctrine".
1. Summarize the main message of your Doctrine (policy).

2. What events led to the creation of this Doctrine (policy)?

3. How has the U.S. intervened in world affairs? Did the U.S follow their stated policy?

4. Do you think the U.S. is justified intervening in world affairs according to this policy?
Explain your answer.

Monroe Doctrine; December 2 1823
The Monroe Doctrine was expressed during President Monroe's seventh annual message to
Congress, December 2, 1823:
. . . At the proposal of the Russian Imperial Government, made through the minister of the
Emperor residing here, a full power and instructions have been transmitted to the minister of the
United States at St. Petersburg to arrange by amicable negotiation the respective rights and
interests of the two nations on the northwest coast of this continent. A similar proposal has been
made by His Imperial Majesty to the Government of Great Britain, which has likewise been acceded
to. The Government of the United States has been desirous by this friendly proceeding of
manifesting the great value which they have invariably attached to the friendship of the Emperor and
their solicitude to cultivate the best understanding with his Government. In the discussions to which
this interest has given rise and in the arrangements by which they may terminate the occasion has
been judged proper for asserting, as a principle in which the rights and interests of the United States
are involved, that the American continents, by the free and independent condition which they have
assumed and maintain, are henceforth not to be considered as subjects for future colonization by
any European powers. . .
It was stated at the commencement of the last session that a great effort was then making in
Spain and Portugal to improve the condition of the people of those countries, and that it appeared to
be conducted with extraordinary moderation. It need scarcely be remarked that the results have
been so far very different from what was then anticipated. Of events in that quarter of the globe, with
which we have so much intercourse and from which we derive our origin, we have always been
anxious and interested spectators. The citizens of the United States cherish sentiments the most
friendly in favor of the liberty and happiness of their fellow-men on that side of the Atlantic. In the
wars of the European powers in matters relating to themselves we have never taken any part, nor
does it comport with our policy to do so. It is only when our rights are invaded or seriously menaced
that we resent injuries or make preparation for our defense. With the movements in this hemisphere
we are of necessity more immediately connected, and by causes which must be obvious to all
enlightened and impartial observers. The political system of the allied powers is essentially different
in this respect from that of America. This difference proceeds from that which exists in their
respective Governments; and to the defense of our own, which has been achieved by the loss of so
much blood and treasure, and matured by the wisdom of their most enlightened citizens, and under
which we have enjoyed unexampled felicity, this whole nation is devoted. We owe it, therefore, to
candor and to the amicable relations existing between the United States and those powers to
declare that we should consider any attempt on their part to extend their system to any portion of this
hemisphere as dangerous to our peace and safety. With the existing colonies or dependencies of
any European power we have not interfered and shall not interfere. But with the Governments who
have declared their independence and maintain it, and whose independence we have, on great
consideration and on just principles, acknowledged, we could not view any interposition for the
purpose of oppressing them, or controlling in any other manner their destiny, by any European
power in any other light than as the manifestation of an unfriendly disposition toward the United
States. In the war between those new Governments and Spain we declared our neutrality at the time
of their recognition, and to this we have adhered, and shall continue to adhere, provided no change
shall occur which, in the judgement of the competent authorities of this Government, shall make a
corresponding change on the part of the United States indispensable to their security.

The late events in Spain and Portugal shew that Europe is still unsettled. Of this important fact
no stronger proof can be adduced than that the allied powers should have thought it proper, on any
principle satisfactory to themselves, to have interposed by force in the internal concerns of Spain. To
what extent such interposition may be carried, on the same principle, is a question in which all
independent powers whose governments differ from theirs are interested, even those most remote,
and surely none of them more so than the United States. Our policy in regard to Europe, which was
adopted at an early stage of the wars which have so long agitated that quarter of the globe,
nevertheless remains the same, which is, not to interfere in the internal concerns of any of its
powers; to consider the government de facto as the legitimate government for us; to cultivate friendly
relations with it, and to preserve those relations by a frank, firm, and manly policy, meeting in all
instances the just claims of every power, submitting to injuries from none. But in regard to those
continents circumstances are eminently and conspicuously different.
It is impossible that the allied powers should extend their political system to any portion of either
continent without endangering our peace and happiness; nor can anyone believe that our southern
brethren, if left to themselves, would adopt it of their own accord. It is equally impossible, therefore,
that we should behold such interposition in any form with indifference. If we look to the comparative
strength and resources of Spain and those new Governments, and their distance from each other, it
must be obvious that she can never subdue them. It is still the true policy of the United States to
leave the parties to themselves, in hope that other powers will pursue the same course. . . .

Monroe Doctrine
Definition: The Monroe Doctrine was the declaration by President James
Monroe, in December 1823, that the United States would not tolerate a
European nation colonizing an independent nation in North or South
America. Any such intervention in the western hemisphere would be
considered a hostile act by the United States, though the United States
would respect existing European colonies.
What prompted Monroe’s statement, which was expressed in his annual
address to Congress (what today would be considered the State of the Union
Address) was a fear that Spain would try to take over its former colonies in
South America, which had declared their independence.
It was believed that France, which had invaded Spain and restored its former
king to the throne, was behind Spanish intentions to become involved again
in South America.
The European powers took note of Monroe’s declaration, but what kept the
Spanish (and presumably the French) from meddling in the western
hemisphere was not so much Monroe’s statements as very real threats from
the British. It seemed apparent that the Royal Navy would stop the Spanish
involvement, as the British wanted to protect their interests in the
Caribbean.
The Monroe Doctrine, although named for President James Monroe, was
really the idea of John Quincy Adams, the future president who was serving
as Monroe’s Secretary of State.
And while it wasn’t thought to be terribly important at the time, it was later
invoked by other presidents. And the idea that European powers should not
interfere in the western hemisphere became an important part of American
foreign policy.

The Roosevelt Corollary
For many years, the Monroe Doctrine was practically a dead letter. The bold
proclamation of 1823 that declared the Western Hemisphere forever free
from European expansion bemused the imperial powers who knew the
United States was simply too weak to enforce its claim. By 1900, the
situation had changed. A bold, expanding America was spreading its wings,
daring the old world order to challenge its newfound might. When Theodore

Roosevelt became President, he decided to reassert Monroe's old
declaration.
Convinced that all of Latin America was vulnerable to European attack,
President Roosevelt dusted off the Monroe Doctrine and added his own
corollary. While the Monroe Doctrine blocked further expansion of Europe in
the Western Hemisphere, the Roosevelt Corollary went one step further.
Should any Latin American nation engage in "CHRONIC WRONGDOING," a phrase
that included large debts or civil unrest, the United States military would
intervene. Europe was to remain across the Atlantic, while America would
police the Western Hemisphere. The first opportunity to enforce this new
policy came in 1905, when the DOMINICAN REPUBLIC was in jeopardy of
invasion by European debt collectors. The United States invaded the island
nation, seized its customs houses, and ruled the Dominican Republic as a
protectorate until the situation was stabilized.
The effects of the new policy were enormous. Teddy Roosevelt had a motto:
"SPEAK SOFTLY AND CARRY A BIG STICK." To Roosevelt, the big stick was the new
American navy. By remaining firm in resolve and possessing the naval might
to back its interests, the United States could simultaneously defend its
territory and avoid war. Latin Americans did not look upon the corollary
favorably. They resented U.S. involvement as YANKEE IMPERIALISM, and
animosity against their large neighbor to the North grew dramatically. By the
end of the 20th century, the United States would send troops of invasion to
Latin America over 35 times, establishing an undisputed sphere of influence
throughout the hemisphere.

www.ourdocuments.gov

June 15, 2011

Truman Doctrine (1947)
On Friday, February 21, 1947, the British Embassy informed the U.S. State Department
officials that Great Britain could no longer provide financial aid to the governments of
Greece and Turkey. American policymakers had been monitoring Greece's crumbling
economic and political conditions, especially the rise of the Communist-led insurgency
known as the National Liberation Front, or the EAM/ELAS. The United States had also
been following events in Turkey, where a weak government faced Soviet pressure to
share control of the strategic Dardanelle Straits. When Britain announced that it would
withdraw aid to Greece and Turkey, the responsibility was passed on to the United
States.
In a meeting between Congressmen and State Department officials, Undersecretary of
State Dean Acheson articulated what would later become known as the domino theory.
He stated that more was at stake than Greece and Turkey, for if those two key states
should fall, communism would likely spread south to Iran and as far east as India.
Acheson concluded that not since the days of Rome and Carthage had such a
polarization of power existed. The stunned legislators agreed to endorse the program on
the condition that President Truman stress the severity of the crisis in an address to
Congress and in a radio broadcast to the American people.
Addressing a joint session of Congress on March 12, 1947, President Harry S. Truman
asked for $400 million in military and economic assistance for Greece and Turkey and
established a doctrine, aptly characterized as the Truman Doctrine, that would guide
U.S. diplomacy for the next 40 years. President Truman declared, "It must be the policy
of the United States to support free peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by
armed minorities or by outside pressures." The sanction of aid to Greece and Turkey by
a Republican Congress indicated the beginning of a long and enduring bipartisan cold
war foreign policy.
(Information excerpted from the National Archives’ Truman Presidential Museum and Library web site.)

For more information, visit the The Truman Doctrine Study Collection at the National
Archives’ Truman Presidential Museum and Library.

The Clinton Doctrine
Michael T. Klare
April 1, 1999 | This article appeared in the April 19, 1999 edition of The Nation.

That vision has three basic components. The first is an increasingly pessimistic appraisal of the global security
environment. "In this last annual threat assessment of the twentieth century," Director of Central Intelligence George
Tenet testified on February 2, "I must tell you that US citizens and interests are threatened in many arenas and
across a wide spectrum of issues." Those perils range from regional conflict and insurgency to terrorism, criminal
violence and ethnic unrest.
The second component is the assumption that as a global power with far-flung economic interests, the United States
has a vested interest in maintaining international stability. Because no other power or group of powers can guarantee
this stability, the United States must be able to act on its own or in conjunction with its most trusted allies (meaning
NATO).
The third component is a conviction that to achieve global stability, the United States must maintain sufficient forces
to conduct simultaneous military operations in widely separated areas of the world against multiple adversaries, and it
must revise its existing security alliances--most of which, like NATO, are defensive in nature--so that they can better
support US global expeditionary operations.
Combined, these three propositions constitute a new strategic template for the US military establishment. This
template is evident, for example, in the $112 billion the President wants to add to the Defense Department budget
over the next six years, which will be used to procure additional warships, cargo planes, assault vehicles and other
equipment intended for "power projection" into distant combat zones.
Less public, but no less significant, is the US effort to convert NATO from a defensive alliance in Western Europe into
a regional police force governed by Washington. Secretary of State Madeleine Albright first unveiled this scheme this
past December at a meeting of NATO foreign ministers in Brussels. Claiming that missile-armed "rogue states" pose
as great a threat to Europe as the Warsaw Pact once did, Albright called on NATO to extend its operational zone into
distant areas and to combat a wide range of emerging threats. "Common sense tells us," she said, "that it is
sometimes better to deal with instability when it is still at arm's length than to wait until it is at our doorstep."
Herein lies the essence of what might be termed the Clinton Doctrine--the proposition that the best way to maintain
stability in the areas that truly matter to the United States (like Western Europe) is to combat instability in other areas,
however insignificant it may seem, before it can intensify and spread. Perhaps the most explicit expression of this
doctrine was Clinton's February 26 speech in San Francisco--an important statement that clearly foreshadowed the
decision to bomb Serbia:
It's easy...to say that we really have no interests in who lives in this or that valley in Bosnia, or who owns a strip of brushland in the Horn of
Africa, or some piece of parched earth by the Jordan River. But the true measure of our interests lies not in how small or distant these places
are, or in whether we have trouble pronouncing their names. The question we must ask is, what are the consequences to our security of
letting conflicts fester and spread. We cannot, indeed, we should not, do everything or be everywhere. But where our values and our
interests are at stake, and where we can make a difference, we must be prepared to do so [emphasis added].

This is an extraordinary statement; not since the Vietnam era has a US President articulated such an ambitious and
far-reaching policy. Moreover, as we have seen in the Balkans, Clinton has every intention of acting on its precepts.
His decision to bomb Serbia is consistent with a clearly delineated strategic plan.
There is a growing debate over the wisdom of bombing Serbia. Certainly many people are concerned about the
humanitarian dimensions of the Serbian actions in Kosovo. But in the course of this debate it is essential not to lose
sight of the larger strategic doctrine behind the bombing. If the newly hatched Clinton Doctrine is not repudiated, the
bombing of Yugoslavia may be only the first in a series of recurring overseas interventions--a prospect that should
galvanize peace and disarmament groups across America.
Michael T. Klare
April 1, 1999 | This article appeared in the April 19, 1999 edition of The Nation.
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FROM WOUNDED KNEE TO LIBYA:
A CENTURY OF U.S. MILITARY INTERVENTIONS
by Dr. Zoltan Grossman
The following is a partial list of U.S. military interventions from 1890 to 2011.
Below the list is a Briefing on the History of U.S. Military Interventions.
The list and briefing are also available as a powerpoint presentation.
This guide does not include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

mobilizations of the National Guard
offshore shows of naval strength
reinforcements of embassy personnel
the use of non-Defense Department personnel (such as the Drug Enforcement
Administration)
military exercises
non-combat mobilizations (such as replacing postal strikers)
the permanent stationing of armed forces
covert actions where the U.S. did not play a command and control role
the use of small hostage rescue units
most uses of proxy troops
U.S. piloting of foreign warplanes
foreign or domestic disaster assistance

•
•
•

military training and advisory programs not involving direct combat
civic action programs
and many other military activities.

Among sources used, beside news reports, are the Congressional Record (23 June 1969), 180
Landings by the U.S. Marine Corp History Division, Ege & Makhijani in Counterspy (July-Aug,
1982), "Instances of Use of United States Forces Abroad, 1798-1993" by Ellen C. Collier of the
Library of Congress Congressional Research Service, and Ellsberg in Protest & Survive.
Versions of this list have been published on Zmag.org, Neravt.com, and numerous other
websites.
Translations of list: Spanish French Turkish Italian Chinese Greek Russian Czech Tamil
Portuguese
Quotes in Christian Science Monitor and The Independent
Turkish newspaper urges that the United States be listed in Guinness Book of World Records as
the Country with the Most Foreign Interventions.
COUNTRY OR
STATE

Dates of
Forces
intervention

Comments

SOUTH
DAKOTA

1890 (-?)

Troops

300 Lakota Indians
massacred at Wounded Knee.

ARGENTINA

1890

Troops

Buenos Aires interests
protected.

CHILE

1891

Troops

Marines clash with nationalist
rebels.

HAITI

1891

Troops

Black revolt on Navassa
defeated.

IDAHO

1892

Troops

Army suppresses silver
miners' strike.

HAWAII

1893 (-?)

Naval, troops

Independent kingdom
overthrown, annexed.

CHICAGO

1894

Troops

Breaking of rail strike, 34
killed.

NICARAGUA

1894

Troops

Month-long occupation of
Bluefields.

CHINA

1894-95

Naval, troops

Marines land in SinoJapanese War

KOREA

1894-96

Troops

Marines kept in Seoul during
war.

PANAMA

1895

Troops, naval

Marines land in Colombian
province.

NICARAGUA

1896

Troops

Marines land in port of
Corinto.

CHINA

1898-1900

Troops

Boxer Rebellion fought by
foreign armies.

PHILIPPINES

1898-1910
(-?)

Naval, troops

Seized from Spain, killed
600,000 Filipinos

CUBA

1898-1902
(-?)

Naval, troops

Seized from Spain, still hold
Navy base.

PUERTO RICO

1898 (-?)

Naval, troops

Seized from Spain,
occupation continues.

GUAM

1898 (-?)

Naval, troops

Seized from Spain, still use as
base.

MINNESOTA

1898 (-?)

Troops

Army battles Chippewa at
Leech Lake.

NICARAGUA

1898

Troops

Marines land at port of San
Juan del Sur.

SAMOA

1899 (-?)

Troops

Battle over succession to
throne.

NICARAGUA

1899

Troops

Marines land at port of
Bluefields.

IDAHO

1899-1901

Troops

Army occupies Coeur d'Alene
mining region.

OKLAHOMA

1901

Troops

Army battles Creek Indian
revolt.

PANAMA

1901-14

Naval, troops

Broke off from Colombia
1903, annexed Canal Zone;
Opened canal 1914.

HONDURAS

1903

Troops

Marines intervene in
revolution.

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

1903-04

Troops

U.S. interests protected in
Revolution.

KOREA

1904-05

Troops

Marines land in RussoJapanese War.

CUBA

1906-09

Troops

Marines land in democratic
election.

NICARAGUA

1907

Troops

"Dollar Diplomacy"
protectorate set up.

HONDURAS

1907

Troops

Marines land during war
with Nicaragua

PANAMA

1908

Troops

Marines intervene in election
contest.

NICARAGUA

1910

Troops

Marines land in Bluefields
and Corinto.

HONDURAS

1911

Troops

U.S. interests protected in
civil war.

CHINA

1911-41

Naval, troops

Continuous occupation with
flare-ups.

CUBA

1912

Troops

U.S. interests protected in
civil war.

PANAMA

1912

Troops

Marines land during heated
election.

HONDURAS

1912

Troops

Marines protect U.S.
economic interests.

NICARAGUA

1912-33

Troops,
bombing

10-year occupation, fought
guerillas

MEXICO

1913

Naval

Americans evacuated during
revolution.

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

1914

Naval

Fight with rebels over Santo
Domingo.

COLORADO

1914

Troops

Breaking of miners' strike by
Army.

MEXICO

1914-18

Naval, troops

Series of interventions against
nationalists.

HAITI

1914-34

Troops,
bombing

19-year occupation after
revolts.

TEXAS

1915

Troops

Federal soldiers crush "Plan
of San Diego" MexicanAmerican rebellion

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

1916-24

Troops

8-year Marine occupation.

CUBA

1917-33

Troops

Military occupation,
economic protectorate.

WORLD WAR I

1917-18

Naval, troops

Ships sunk, fought Germany
for 1 1/2 years.

RUSSIA

1918-22

Naval, troops

Five landings to fight
Bolsheviks

PANAMA

1918-20

Troops

"Police duty" during unrest
after elections.

HONDURAS

1919

Troops

Marines land during election
campaign.

YUGOSLAVIA

1919

Troops/Marines

intervene for Italy against
Serbs in Dalmatia.

GUATEMALA

1920

Troops

2-week intervention against
unionists.

WEST
VIRGINIA

1920-21

Troops,
bombing

Army intervenes against
mineworkers.

TURKEY

1922

Troops

Fought nationalists in
Smyrna.

CHINA

1922-27

Naval, troops

Deployment during
nationalist revolt.

HONDURAS

1924-25

Troops

Landed twice during election
strife.

PANAMA

1925

Troops

Marines suppress general
strike.

CHINA

1927-34

Troops

Marines stationed throughout
the country.

EL SALVADOR

1932

Naval

Warships send during Marti
revolt.

WASHINGTON
DC

1932

Troops

Army stops WWI vet bonus
protest.

WORLD WAR
II

1941-45

Naval, troops,
bombing,
nuclear

Hawaii bombed, fought
Japan, Italy and Germay for
3 years; first nuclear war.

DETROIT

1943

Troops

Army put down Black
rebellion.

IRAN

1946

Nuclear threat

Soviet troops told to leave
north.

YUGOSLAVIA

1946

Nuclear threat,
naval

Response to shoot-down of
US plane.

URUGUAY

1947

Nuclear threat

Bombers deployed as show of
strength.

GREECE

1947-49

Command
operation

U.S. directs extreme-right in
civil war.

GERMANY

1948

Nuclear Threat

Atomic-capable bombers
guard Berlin Airlift.

CHINA

1948-49

Troops/Marines

evacuate Americans before
Communist victory.

PHILIPPINES

1948-54

Command
operation

CIA directs war against Huk
Rebellion.

PUERTO RICO

1950

Command
operation

Independence rebellion
crushed in Ponce.

U.S./So. Korea fights
China/No. Korea to
stalemate; A-bomb threat in
1950, and against China in
1953. Still have bases.

KOREA

1951-53 (-?)

Troops, naval,
bombing ,
nuclear threats

IRAN

1953

Command
Operation

CIA overthrows democracy,
installs Shah.

VIETNAM

1954

Nuclear threat

French offered bombs to use
against seige.

1954

Command
operation,
bombing,
nuclear threat

CIA directs exile invasion
after new gov't nationalized
U.S. company lands; bombers
based in Nicaragua.

EGYPT

1956

Nuclear threat,
troops

Soviets told to keep out of
Suez crisis; Marines evacuate
foreigners.

LEBANON

l958

Troops, naval

Marine occupation against
rebels.

IRAQ

1958

Nuclear threat

Iraq warned against invading
Kuwait.

CHINA

l958

Nuclear threat

China told not to move on
Taiwan isles.

PANAMA

1958

Troops

Flag protests erupt into
confrontation.

l960-75

Troops, naval,
bombing,
nuclear threats

Fought South Vietnam revolt
& North Vietnam; one
million killed in longest U.S.
war; atomic bomb threats in
l968 and l969.

GUATEMALA

VIETNAM

CUBA

l961

Command
operation

CIA-directed exile invasion
fails.

GERMANY

l961

Nuclear threat

Alert during Berlin Wall
crisis.

LAOS

1962

Command
operation

Military buildup during
guerrilla war.

CUBA

l962

Nuclear threat,
naval

Blockade during missile
crisis; near-war with Soviet
Union.

IRAQ

1963

Command
operation

CIA organizes coup that
killed president, brings
Ba'ath Party to power, and
Saddam Hussein back from
exile to be head of the secret
service.

PANAMA

l964

Troops

Panamanians shot for urging
canal's return.

INDONESIA

l965

Command
operation

Million killed in CIA-assisted
army coup.

DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

1965-66

Troops,
bombing

Marines land during election
campaign.

GUATEMALA

l966-67

Command
operation

Green Berets intervene
against rebels.

DETROIT

l967

Troops

Army battles African
Americans, 43 killed.

UNITED
STATES

l968

Troops

After King is shot; over
21,000 soldiers in cities.

CAMBODIA

l969-75

Bombing,
troops, naval

Up to 2 million killed in
decade of bombing,
starvation, and political
chaos.

OMAN

l970

Command
operation

U.S. directs Iranian marine
invasion.

LAOS

l971-73

Command
operation,
bombing

U.S. directs South Vietnamese
invasion; "carpet-bombs"
countryside.

SOUTH
DAKOTA

l973

Command
operation

Army directs Wounded Knee
siege of Lakotas.

MIDEAST

1973

Nuclear threat

World-wide alert during
Mideast War.

CHILE

1973

Command
operation

CIA-backed coup ousts
elected marxist president.

CAMBODIA

l975

Troops,
bombing

Gas captured ship, 28 die in
copter crash.

ANGOLA

l976-92

Command
operation

CIA assists South Africanbacked rebels.

IRAN

l980

Troops, nuclear
threat, aborted
bombing

Raid to rescue Embassy
hostages; 8 troops die in
copter-plane crash. Soviets
warned not to get involved in
revolution.

LIBYA

l981

Naval jets

Two Libyan jets shot down in
maneuvers.

l981-92

Command
operation,
troops

Advisors, overflights aid antirebel war, soldiers briefly
involved in hostage clash.

NICARAGUA

l981-90

Command
operation,
naval

CIA directs exile (Contra)
invasions, plants harbor
mines against revolution.

LEBANON

l982-84

Naval,
bombing,
troops

Marines expel PLO and back
Phalangists, Navy bombs and
shells Muslim positions.

GRENADA

l983-84

Troops,
bombing

Invasion four years after
revolution.

HONDURAS

l983-89

Troops

Maneuvers help build bases
near borders.

IRAN

l984

Jets

Two Iranian jets shot down
over Persian Gulf.

LIBYA

l986

Bombing, naval

Air strikes to topple
nationalist gov't.

BOLIVIA

1986

Troops

Army assists raids on cocaine
region.

IRAN

l987-88

Naval, bombing

US intervenes on side of Iraq
in war.

LIBYA

1989

Naval jets

Two Libyan jets shot down.

VIRGIN
ISLANDS

1989

Troops

St. Croix Black unrest after
storm.

EL SALVADOR

PHILIPPINES

1989

Jets

Air cover provided for
government against coup.

PANAMA

1989 (-?)

Troops,
bombing

Nationalist government
ousted by 27,000 soldiers,
leaders arrested, 2000+ killed.

LIBERIA

1990

Troops

Foreigners evacuated during
civil war.

Troops, jets

Iraq countered after invading
Kuwait. 540,000 troops also
stationed in Oman, Qatar,
Bahrain, UAE, Israel.

SAUDI ARABIA 1990-91

IRAQ

1990-91

Bombing,
troops, naval

Blockade of Iraqi and
Jordanian ports, air strikes;
200,000+ killed in invasion of
Iraq and Kuwait; large-scale
destruction of Iraqi military.

KUWAIT

1991

Naval,
bombing,
troops

Kuwait royal family returned
to throne.

IRAQ

1991-2003

Bombing, naval

No-fly zone over Kurdish
north, Shiite south; constant
air strikes and naval-enforced
economic sanctions

LOS ANGELES

1992

Troops

Army, Marines deployed
against anti-police uprising.

U.S.-led United Nations
occupation during civil war;
raids against one Mogadishu
faction.

SOMALIA

1992-94

Troops, naval,
bombing

YUGOSLAVIA

1992-94

Naval

NATO blockade of Serbia
and Montenegro.

BOSNIA

1993-?

Jets, bombing

No-fly zone patrolled in civil
war; downed jets, bombed
Serbs.

Troops, naval

Blockade against military
government; troops restore
President Aristide to office
three years after coup.

HAITI

1994

ZAIRE
(CONGO)

1996-97

Troops

Marines at Rwandan Hutu
refugee camps, in area where
Congo revolution begins.

LIBERIA

1997

Troops

Soldiers under fire during
evacuation of foreigners.

ALBANIA

1997

Troops

Soldiers under fire during
evacuation of foreigners.

SUDAN

1998

Missiles

Attack on pharmaceutical
plant alleged to be "terrorist"
nerve gas plant.

AFGHANISTAN 1998

Missiles

Attack on former CIA
training camps used by
Islamic fundamentalist
groups alleged to have
attacked embassies.

IRAQ

1998

Bombing,
Missiles

Four days of intensive air
strikes after weapons
inspectors allege Iraqi
obstructions.

YUGOSLAVIA

1999

Bombing,
Missiles

Heavy NATO air strikes after
Serbia declines to withdraw
from Kosovo. NATO
occupation of Kosovo.

YEMEN

2000

Naval

USS Cole, docked in Aden,
bombed.

MACEDONIA

2001

Troops

NATO forces deployed to
move and disarm Albanian
rebels.

UNITED
STATES

2001

Jets, naval

Reaction to hijacker attacks
on New York, DC

AFGHANISTAN 2001-?

Troops,
bombing,
missiles

Massive U.S. mobilization to
overthrow Taliban, hunt Al
Qaeda fighters, install Karzai
regime, and battle Taliban
insurgency. More than 30,000
U.S. troops and numerous
private security contractors
carry our occupation.

YEMEN

Missiles

Predator drone missile attack
on Al Qaeda, including a US
citizen.

2002

PHILIPPINES

COLOMBIA

IRAQ

LIBERIA

HAITI

PAKISTAN

2002-?

2003-?

2003-?

2003

2004-05

2005-?

Troops, naval

Training mission for
Philippine military fighting
Abu Sayyaf rebels evolves
into combat missions in Sulu
Archipelago, west of
Mindanao.

Troops

US special forces sent to rebel
zone to back up Colombian
military protecting oil
pipeline.

Troops, naval,
bombing,
missiles

Saddam regime toppled in
Baghdad. More than 250,000
U.S. personnel participate in
invasion. US and UK forces
occupy country and battle
Sunni and Shi'ite
insurgencies. More than
160,000 troops and numerous
private contractors carry out
occupation and build large
permanent bases.

Troops

Brief involvement in
peacekeeping force as rebels
drove out leader.

Troops, naval

Marines land after right-wing
rebels oust elected President
Aristide, who was advised to
leave by Washington.

Missiles,
bombing,
covert
operation

CIA missile and air strikes
and Special Forces raids on
alleged Al Qaeda and Taliban
refuge villages kill multiple
civilians. Drone attacks also
on Pakistani Mehsud
network.

Special Forces advise
Ethiopian invasion that
topples Islamist government;
AC-130 strikes, Cruise missile
attacks and helicopter raids
against Islamist rebels; naval
blockade against "pirates"
and insurgents.

SOMALIA

2006-?

Missiles, naval,
troops,
command
operation

SYRIA

2008

Troops

Special Forces in helicopter
raid 5 miles from Iraq kill 8
Syrian civilians

2009-?

Missiles,
command
operation

Cruise missile attack on Al
Qaeda kills 49 civilians;
Yemeni military assaults on
rebels

2011-?

Bombing,
missiles,
command
operation

NATO coordinates air strikes
and missile attacks against
Qaddafi government during
uprising by rebel army.

YEMEN

LIBYA

(Death toll estimates from 20th-century wars can be found in the Historical Atlas of the 20th
Century by alphabetized places index, map series, and major casualties .)

A BRIEFING ON THE HISTORY
OF U.S. MILITARY INTERVENTIONS
By Zoltán Grossman, October 2001
Published in Z magazine. Translations in Italian Polish
Since the September 11 attacks on the United States, most people in the world agree that the
perpetrators need to be brought to justice, without killing many thousands of civilians in the
process. But unfortunately, the U.S. military has always accepted massive civilian deaths as part
of the cost of war. The military is now poised to kill thousands of foreign civilians, in order to
prove that killing U.S. civilians is wrong.
The media has told us repeatedly that some Middle Easterners hate the U.S. only because of our
"freedom" and "prosperity." Missing from this explanation is the historical context of the U.S.
role in the Middle East, and for that matter in the rest of the world. This basic primer is an
attempt to brief readers who have not closely followed the history of U.S. foreign or military
affairs, and are perhaps unaware of the background of U.S. military interventions abroad, but are

concerned about the direction of our country toward a new war in the name of "freedom" and
"protecting civilians."
The United States military has been intervening in other countries for a long time. In 1898, it
seized the Philippines, Cuba, and Puerto Rico from Spain, and in 1917-18 became embroiled
in World War I in Europe. In the first half of the 20th century it repeatedly sent Marines to
"protectorates" such as Nicaragua, Honduras, Panama, Haiti, and the Dominican Republic.
All these interventions directly served corporate interests, and many resulted in massive losses of
civilians, rebels, and soldiers. Many of the uses of U.S. combat forces are documented in A
History of U.S. Military Interventions since 1890:
http://academic.evergreen.edu/g/grossmaz/interventions.html
U.S. involvement in World War II (1941-45) was sparked by the surprise attack on Pearl
Harbor, and fear of an Axis invasion of North America. Allied bombers attacked fascist military
targets, but also fire-bombed German and Japanese cities such as Dresden and Tokyo, party
under the assumption that destroying civilian neighborhoods would weaken the resolve of the
survivors and turn them against their regimes. Many historians agree that fire- bombing's effect
was precisely the opposite--increasing Axis civilian support for homeland defense, and
discouraging potential coup attempts. The atomic bombing of Japan at the end of the war was
carried out without any kind of advance demonstration or warning that may have prevented the
deaths of hundreds of thousands of innocent civilians.
The war in Korea (1950-53) was marked by widespread atrocities, both by North
Korean/Chinese forces, and South Korean/U.S. forces. U.S. troops fired on civilian refugees
headed into South Korea, apparently fearing they were northern infiltrators. Bombers attacked
North Korean cities, and the U.S. twice threatened to use nuclear weapons. North Korea is under
the same Communist government today as when the war began.
During the Middle East crisis of 1958, Marines were deployed to quell a rebellion in Lebanon,
and Iraq was threatened with nuclear attack if it invaded Kuwait. This little-known crisis helped
set U.S. foreign policy on a collision course with Arab nationalists, often in support of the
region's monarchies.
In the early 1960s, the U.S. returned to its pre-World War II interventionary role in the
Caribbean, directing the failed 1961 Bay of Pigs exile invasion of Cuba, and the 1965 bombing
and Marine invasion of the Dominican Republic during an election campaign. The CIA trained
and harbored Cuban exile groups in Miami, which launched terrorist attacks on Cuba, including
the 1976 downing of a Cuban civilian jetliner near Barbados. During the Cold War, the CIA
would also help to support or install pro-U.S. dictatorships in Iran, Chile, Guatemala,
Indonesia, and many other countries around the world.
The U.S. war in Indochina (1960-75) pit U.S. forces against North Vietnam, and Communist
rebels fighting to overthrow pro-U.S. dictatorships in South Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia.
U.S. war planners made little or no distinction between attacking civilians and guerrillas in rebelheld zones, and U.S. "carpet-bombing" of the countryside and cities swelled the ranks of the
ultimately victorious revolutionaries. Over two million people were killed in the war, including
55,000 U.S. troops. Less than a dozen U.S. citizens were killed on U.S. soil, in National Guard
shootings or antiwar bombings. In Cambodia, the bombings drove the Khmer Rouge rebels
toward fanatical leaders, who launched a murderous rampage when they took power in 1975.

Echoes of Vietnam reverberated in Central America during the 1980s, when the Reagan
administration strongly backed the pro-U.S. regime in El Salvador, and right-wing exile forces
fighting the new leftist Sandinista government in Nicaragua. Rightist death squads slaughtered
Salvadoran civilians who questioned the concentration of power and wealth in a few hands. CIAtrained Nicaraguan Contra rebels launched terrorist attacks against civilian clinics and schools
run by the Sandinista government, and mined Nicaraguan harbors. U.S. troops also invaded the
island nation of Grenada in 1983, to oust a new military regime, attacking Cuban civilian
workers (even though Cuba had backed the leftist government deposed in the coup), and
accidentally bombing a hospital.
The U.S. returned in force to the Middle East in 1980, after the Shi'ite Muslim revolution in Iran
against Shah Pahlevi's pro-U.S. dictatorship. A troop and bombing raid to free U.S. Embassy
hostages held in downtown Tehran had to be aborted in the Iranian desert. After the 1982 Israeli
occupation of Lebanon, U.S. Marines were deployed in a neutral "peacekeeping" operation.
They instead took the side of Lebanon's pro-Israel Christian government against Muslim rebels,
and U.S. Navy ships rained enormous shells on Muslim civilian villages. Embittered Shi'ite
Muslim rebels responded with a suicide bomb attack on Marine barracks, and for years seized
U.S. hostages in the country. In retaliation, the CIA set off car bombs to assassinate Shi'ite
Muslim leaders. Syria and the Muslim rebels emerged victorious in Lebanon.
Elsewhere in the Middle East, the U.S. launched a 1986 bombing raid on Libya, which it
accused of sponsoring a terrorist bombing later tied to Syria. The bombing raid killed civilians,
and may have led to the later revenge bombing of a U.S. jet over Scotland. Libya's Arab
nationalist leader Muammar Qaddafi remained in power. The U.S. Navy also intervened against
Iran during its war against Iraq in 1987-88, sinking Iranian ships and "accidentally" shooting
down an Iranian civilian jetliner.
U.S. forces invaded Panama in 1989 to oust the nationalist regime of Manuel Noriega. The U.S.
accused its former ally of allowing drug-running in the country, though the drug trade actually
increased after his capture. U.S. bombing raids on Panama City ignited a conflagration in a
civilian neighborhood, fed by stove gas tanks. Over 2,000 Panamanians were killed in the
invasion to capture one leader.
The following year, the U.S. deployed forces in the Persian Gulf after the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait, which turned Washington against its former Iraqi ally Saddam Hussein. U.S. supported
the Kuwaiti monarchy and the Muslim fundamentalist monarchy in neighboring Saudi Arabia
against the secular nationalist Iraq regime. In January 1991, the U.S..and its allies unleashed a
massive bombing assault against Iraqi government and military targets, in an intensity beyond
the raids of World War II and Vietnam. Up to 200,000 Iraqis were killed in the war and its
imemdiate aftermath of rebellion and disease, including many civilians who died in their
villages, neighborhoods, and bomb shelters. The U.S. continued economic sanctions that denied
health and energy to Iraqi civilians, who died by the hundreds of thousands, according to United
Nations agencies. The U.S. also instituted "no-fly zones" and virtually continuous bombing raids,
yet Saddam was politically bolstered as he was militarily weakened.
In the 1990s, the U.S. military led a series of what it termed "humanitarian interventions" it
claimed would safeguard civilians. Foremost among them was the 1992 deployment in the
African nation of Somalia, torn by famine and a civil war between clan warlords. Instead of
remaining neutral, U.S. forces took the side of one faction against another faction, and bombed a

Mogadishu neighborhood. Enraged crowds, backed by foreign Arab mercenaries, killed 18 U.S.
soldiers, forcing a withdrawal from the country.
Other so-called "humanitarian interventions" were centered in the Balkan region of Europe, after
the 1992 breakup of the multiethnic federation of Yugoslavia. The U.S. watched for three years
as Serb forces killed Muslim civilians in Bosnia, before its launched decisive bombing raids in
1995. Even then, it never intervened to stop atrocities by Croatian forces against Muslim and
Serb civilians, because those forces were aided by the U.S. In 1999, the U.S. bombed Serbia to
force President Slobodan Milosevic to withdraw forces from the ethnic Albanian province of
Kosovo, which was torn a brutal ethnic war. The bombing intensified Serbian expulsions and
killings of Albanian civilians from Kosovo, and caused the deaths of thousands of Serbian
civilians, even in cities that had voted strongly against Milosevic. When a NATO occupation
force enabled Albanians to move back, U.S. forces did little or nothing to prevent similar
atrocities against Serb and other non-Albanian civilians. The U.S. was viewed as a biased player,
even by the Serbian democratic opposition that overthrew Milosevic the following year.
Even when the U.S. military had apparently defensive motives, it ended up attacking the wrong
targets. After the 1998 bombings of two U.S. embassies in East Africa, the U.S. "retaliated" not
only against Osama Bin Laden's training camps in Afghanistan, but a pharmaceutical plant in
Sudan that was mistakenly said to be a chemical warfare installation. Bin Laden retaliated by
attacking a U.S. Navy ship docked in Yemen in 2000. After the 2001 terror attacks on the United
States, the U.S. military is poised to again bomb Afghanistan, and possibly move against other
states it accuses of promoting anti-U.S. "terrorism," such as Iraq and Sudan. Such a campaign
will certainly ratchet up the cycle of violence, in an escalating series of retaliations that is the
hallmark of Middle East conflicts. Afghanistan, like Yugoslavia, is a multiethnic state that could
easily break apart in a new catastrophic regional war. Almost certainly more civilians would lose
their lives in this tit-for-tat war on "terrorism" than the 3,000 civilians who died on September
11.
COMMON THEMES
Some common themes can be seen in many of these U.S. military interventions.
First, they were explained to the U.S. public as defending the lives and rights of civilian
populations. Yet the military tactics employed often left behind massive civilian "collateral
damage." War planners made little distinction between rebels and the civilians who lived in rebel
zones of control, or between military assets and civilian infrastructure, such as train lines, water
plants, agricultural factories, medicine supplies, etc. The U.S. public always believe that in the
next war, new military technologies will avoid civilian casualties on the other side. Yet when the
inevitable civilian deaths occur, they are always explained away as "accidental" or
"unavoidable."
Second, although nearly all the post-World War II interventions were carried out in the name of
"freedom" and "democracy," nearly all of them in fact defended dictatorships controlled by proU.S. elites. Whether in Vietnam, Central America, or the Persian Gulf, the U.S. was not
defending "freedom" but an ideological agenda (such as defending capitalism) or an economic
agenda (such as protecting oil company investments). In the few cases when U.S. military forces
toppled a dictatorship--such as in Grenada or Panama--they did so in a way that prevented the
country's people from overthrowing their own dictator first, and installing a new democratic
government more to their liking.

Third, the U.S. always attacked violence by its opponents as "terrorism," "atrocities against
civilians," or "ethnic cleansing," but minimized or defended the same actions by the U.S. or its
allies. If a country has the right to "end" a state that trains or harbors terrorists, would Cuba or
Nicaragua have had the right to launch defensive bombing raids on U.S. targets to take out exile
terrorists? Washington's double standard maintains that an U.S. ally's action by definition
"defensive," but that an enemy's retaliation is by definition "offensive."
Fourth, the U.S. often portrays itself as a neutral peacekeeper, with nothing but the purest
humanitarian motives. After deploying forces in a country, however, it quickly divides the
country or region into "friends" and "foes," and takes one side against another. This strategy
tends to enflame rather than dampen a war or civil conflict, as shown in the cases of Somalia and
Bosnia, and deepens resentment of the U.S. role.
Fifth, U.S. military intervention is often counterproductive even if one accepts U.S. goals and
rationales. Rather than solving the root political or economic roots of the conflict, it tends to
polarize factions and further destabilize the country. The same countries tend to reappear again
and again on the list of 20th century interventions.
Sixth, U.S. demonization of an enemy leader, or military action against him, tends to strengthen
rather than weaken his hold on power. Take the list of current regimes most singled out for U.S.
attack, and put it alongside of the list of regimes that have had the longest hold on power, and
you will find they have the same names. Qaddafi, Castro, Saddam, Kim, and others may have
faced greater internal criticism if they could not portray themselves as Davids standing up to the
American Goliath, and (accurately) blaming many of their countries' internal problems on U.S.
economic sanctions.
One of the most dangerous ideas of the 20th century was that "people like us" could not commit
atrocities against civilians.
•
•
•
•
•
•

German and Japanese citizens believed it, but their militaries slaughtered millions
of people.
British and French citizens believed it, but their militaries fought brutal colonial
wars in Africa and Asia.
Russian citizens believed it, but their armies murdered civilians in Afghanistan,
Chechnya, and elsewhere.
Israeli citizens believed it, but their army mowed down Palestinians and
Lebanese.
Arabs believed it, but suicide bombers and hijackers targeted U.S. and Israeli
civilians.
U.S. citizens believed it, but their military killed hundreds of thousands in
Vietnam, Iraq, and elsewhere.

Every country, every ethnicity, every religion, contains within it the capability for extreme
violence. Every group contains a faction that is intolerant of other groups, and actively seeks to
exclude or even kill them. War fever tends to encourage the intolerant faction, but the faction
only succeeds in its goals if the rest of the group acquiesces or remains silent. The attacks of
September 11 were not only a test for U.S. citizens attitudes' toward minority ethnic/racial
groups in their own country, but a test for our relationship with the rest of the world. We must
begin not by lashing out at civilians in Muslim countries, but by taking responsibility for our
own history and our own actions, and how they have fed the cycle of violence.

